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Abstract Planning a path to a destination, given a number of options and obstacles, is
a common task. We suggest a two-component cognitive model that combines retrieval
of knowledge about the environment with search guided by visual perception. In the
first component, subsymbolic information, acquired during navigation, aids in the retrieval of declarative information representing possible paths to take. In the second
component, visual information directs the search, which in turn creates knowledge
for the first component. The model is implemented using the ACT-R cognitive architecture and makes realistic assumptions about memory access and shifts in visual
attention. We present simulation results for memory-based high-level navigation in
grid and tree structures, and visual navigation in mazes, varying relevant cognitive
(retrieval noise and visual finsts) and environmental (maze and path size) parameters.
The visual component is evaluated with data from a multi-robot control experiment,
where subjects planned paths for robots to explore a building. We describe a method
to compare trajectories without referring to aligned points in the itinerary. The evaluation shows that the model provides a good fit, but also that planning strategies may
vary with task loads.
Keywords Cognitive Modeling, Navigation, Path-Planning, Vision, Search,
Cognitive Imagery, ACT-R, Multi-Robot Control
1 Introduction
Planning how to get to an intended location has long been an essential challenge for
many species. From the simple task of reaching fruits in a tree or gaining access
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to the window in an office filled with desks, to the complex problem of driving to
a destination in an urban jungle, we need to employ cognitively efficient, yet practically effective strategies to reach our goals. Navigation, like general planning, is
about making choices on the way to reaching a goal from an initial state. Many levels
of cognitive mechanisms are relevant to this process, including perceptual scanning,
knowledge-based search and memory-based decision-making.
The cognitive model of human path-planning proposed here addresses the question: how does a process model perform when given cognitively motivated bounds
on memory retention, decision-making based on experience and visual attention? We
propose a cognitively constrained model that addresses two core aspects of human
path-planning. The first describes how paths to a goal location are bootstrapped with
the help of the perceptual system. The second describes how previously found paths
are stored and preferentially retrieved to plan other routes.
Among the guiding hypotheses in developing the visual component of the model
is the idea that most local planning problems can be solved visually, with minimal involvement of higher cognition (memory and rule-based algorithms). The model proposes that humans use egocentric principles even when a partial map is viewed from
a top-down vantage point in order to get to a given goal. A local search algorithm
explores the affordances that are local to the current focus of attention, with easy-tocalculate heuristics optimizing globally to ensure the model makes progress towards
a given goal.
Situations that provide a visual impression of the path (such as a map) enable
grounding turning points along the path in visible locations (landmarks). More complex problems require the recognition of previously visited locations, and yet more
complex planning problems require non-geometrical knowledge about reachable goals
for many existing locations. Even then, subsymbolic information is used to estimate
the effort involved in taking a specific route, and to retrieve a good intermediate step
given start and end points. As in any rational model, such information is acquired in
a way that optimizes the overall performance.
Once spatial knowledge is established, processes of memory-based decisionmaking determine navigation. We will adopt a deductive approach here, taking a basic means-end algorithm to plan a path and formulating it within the ACT-R theory of
cognition (Anderson, 2007), which provides a framework of established limitations
to storage and retrieval of knowledge. The subsymbolic mechanisms implemented
in this framework are what distinguishes ACT-R models from symbolic algorithms
of path-planning that reflect robotic competence, but not human performance. Those
mechanisms can serve as a powerful heuristic to prune the search space, as can be seen
in chess, where humans select only a small set of all possible moves for evaluation.
We will evaluate the model first through parameter exploration, showing that nearoptimal performance can be reached where cognitive parameters are at levels validated against human performance for other cognitive models in the ACT-R framework. For instance, visual memory will be bounded, and declarative memory is affected by decay and noise at levels considered realistic. We then show how visual and
memory-based strategies scale with the size of the problem, generating predictions.
Finally, we investigate how the visual component can produce paths similar to those
planned by human subjects in a robot-control experiment.
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In the following sections, we will discuss other cognitive approaches to pathplanning. We describe first the memory-based part of the model including a series of
simulations, investigating the scaling properties of the model. We then introduce the
perceptual planning component, which is used in a simulation of maze navigation and
evaluated against experimental data from human operators in a multi-robot control
simulation.

2 Recent Work
Models of spatial navigation have addressed path-planning as well as representation
mechanisms. For instance knowledge of locations may be arranged in arrays of two
or more dimensions (e.g., Kosslyn, 1980; Glasgow and Papadias, 1998), or multiple
layers of spatial representations (Kosslyn, 1994). A representation supporting pathplanning will not only need to store distances between locations, but also the affordances of connections between them: some routes may be unavailable or suboptimal.
Regarding path-planning algorithms, Fum and del Missier (2000) present data showing how humans develop spatial plans in a 2D environment that contains various
numbers of obstacles. Subjects’ performance was measured by the time to find the
path and the number of unnecessary steps taken compared to the optimal path to the
goal (errors). The number of turns in the path was found to be a crucial predictor of
planning time. In the visual component presented in this paper, visually guided local
planning results in long, straight lines with few turns.
The integration of cognitive architectures with visual and spatial processing represents a third field of work. (Chandrasekaran, 2006; Dye, 2007) attempt to blend cognitive and perceptual factors in navigation and planning applications in their work on
implementing diagrammatic reasoning in cognitive architectures. Lathrop and Laird
(2007) extend the Soar architecture with a visual system that is able to render imaginary drawings in tasks that involve reasoning about the relationships of geometric
objects. They demonstrate that these tasks can be carried out on a non-visual, largely
symbolic level but that visual imagery, however, speeds up the process (in line with
data). Within the context of the ACT-R architecture, much work has been done on
the problem of spatial planning and representation, including issues of adaptivity in
planning (Fu, 2003), encoding of spatio-temporal stimuli (Johnson et al., 2002), visualization capacity of spatial paths (Lyon et al., 2008), path-planning in virtual environments (Best and Lebiere, 2006), spatial perspective-taking for planning (Hiatt
et al., 2004) and architectural modules for neurally plausible navigation in 3D spaces
(Schunn and Harrison, 2001). In general, such approaches carry out route planning
and other visual operations with visual representations held in memory (visual imagery). Here, we address the case of route planning by combining externally available
information filtered through the perceptual system with abstract partial path knowledge held in long-term memory.

3 Model Overview
The model’s objective is to plan a path to arrive at a goal point, given a current location
and a partially observable environment, which constrains individual steps.
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Any cognitively plausible model of path-planning must give rise to core behavior
observed in humans. Creativity: Humans can find new paths even with limited visual
information reflecting only the immediate surroundings. Adaptivity: Humans become
accurate navigators once a mental model of the environment has been acquired. Usually, it is postulated that humans build a topological map. Decay: over time, the mental
model degrades, causing more explorative behavior and navigation errors. Our model
addresses these points using a combination of storage and recall from memory on the
one hand, and visual search on the other. There are further human and non-human capabilities that we abstract away from: e.g., integrating first-person (3D) and top-down
(2D map) perspectives or taking into account head position to correlate observed visual features with a mental map.
To determine the best route between a start and an end point, the model first attempts to retrieve a path from declarative memory. If none is found, visual search produces the next intermediate step. Visited locations and pathways traveled are stored
in declarative memory, and reinforced upon repeated presentation. They can be retrieved by the memory-based component should the need arise: either, when no visual
information is available, or, when the visual system reaches its limitations. In particular, when the need to identify past locations requires the use of memorized knowledge rather than visual finsts, the integrated model will abandon the visual strategy.
When presented with an unknown maze, search will be visual initially, progressing to
memory-based navigation later. However, visual search can execute some of the pathplanning that would otherwise require mental maps (or graphs); simulations with an
artificial maze world demonstrate this.
The visual system has access to the part of the visual scene that it attends to at the
time (cf., the visual representations in Glasgow and Papadias’s (1998) model). Perceptual planning is used whenever the memory-based planning strategy cannot produce an itinerary for a local solution, for instance when the locations involved have
not been visited before, or the local circumstances have changed (e.g., new obstacles
are present), or previous experiences are not available. The visual component represents possible paths as largely straight lines from the point of attention to reachable
(possibly intermediate) goals. Given a first-person perspective, paths will equal lines
of sight; given a two-dimensional (2D) representation of the maze (as in our experiments), possible paths are detected as straight lines that are uninterrupted by walls.
In the latter (2D) case, knowledge of previous decisions is strongly grounded in the
visual world. Memory that would otherwise be declarative on the abstract level is externalized in the visual scene. The role of visual perception is to identify traversable
shapes and select promising ones: the adopted heuristic is to choose the route that
ends up as close to the goal as possible. Thus, perception is to convey a sense of
distance from the end of straight lines to the goal.
The visual and memory-based planning strategies have complementary strengths
and weaknesses that govern their suitability to various circumstances. Learning to
navigate around a city, for instance, will be a memory task, while most navigation in
a park unknown to the subject would be better suited to the visual approach. But the
strategies also display fundamental similarities, as would be somewhat expected because they both leverage cortical areas that, while specialized to their functions (vision
and memory), also share basic biological mechanisms and organizational principles.
One similarity is an emphasis on a means-end approach of efficiently (i.e., in a single
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cognitive step on the order of a few hundred milliseconds) obtaining a partial, approximate solution from their respective architectural modules, then subgoaling the rest of
the solution. Another similarity lies in the principles by which those solutions are obtained, namely a mix of similarity-based generalization (e.g., between the end point
of the partial solution and the target) and heuristic quality measures (lack of barriers
in the visual model, activation strengths of memory traces in the memory model).
With our model we aim to put forward a stochastic but rational view of the pathplanning problem, extending symbolic and computational algorithms (Wray et al.,
2007). The model demonstrates how path-planning can be achieved despite the independently motivated and validated constraints of human performance provided by
a cognitive architecture. Thus, it is compatible with theories of higher-level spatial
planning, exploration and localization (Kelley, 2006). The specific cognitive architecture chosen here (Anderson, 2007) and the encoding of spatial locations in declarative
memory by our model explain how humans ground those locations in observable landmarks (O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978) through cue-based memory retrieval. Concretely,
the abstract information in topological maps is grounded in visual concepts (landmarks) by the perceptual portions of the architecture. Landmarks may serve as cues
to retrieve location-based information during planning. The abstract representation of
affordances alone would be insufficient to explain classic mental imagery data (Shepard and Metzler, 1971).

4 High-level Planning
This model component is based on learning and retrieving locations and paths between them; this way the component stores a topological map in declarative memory
that makes the affordances of locations available to the control module. The representation of the topological map is distributed among traditional chunks linked to each
other in hierarchical structures, and does not make any additional assumptions about
specialized representations or processes.
The representation in this part of the model is symbolic and memory-based. Given
the immediate surroundings and a goal, options for a next step can be determined. The
abstract representation allows us to store locations, their local options (i.e., outgoing
paths) and how useful these options are with respect to a given goal. The abstract
situation is encoded as declarative knowledge, indicating the efficiency of the route
to traverse from point A to point B. Such situations may be recalled with the help
of cues: this could be a goal location C, but also a preceding traversal. This makes
goal-directed planning possible and predicts that sequences of decisions rather than
just individual steps are learned and combined during path-planning. The traversal
of a maze according to such abstract representations amounts to traversing a graph
structure.

4.1 Memory-based Strategy
The memory-based component primarily leverages the subsymbolic mechanisms of
declarative memory in the ACT-R architecture. While subsymbolic mechanisms also
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play a large role in procedural memory, there were a number of reasons for focusing
initially on declarative subsymbolic processes:
– Declarative memory provides a more direct integration path with symbolic and
perceptual information since ACT-R stores those sources of information initially
(and perhaps largely) using this type of memory.
– Decision-making typically follows a path by which it starts with declarative processes that are then ultimately (if possible) compiled into procedural structures.
As such, a declarative account is an enabling account to a subsequent procedural
one.
– Subsymbolic procedural processes largely consist of a utility calculus determining the selection of production rules. While this mechanism bears a strong resemblance to reinforcement learning techniques that have been applied extensively to
navigation and planning tasks (Millán and Torras, 1992), rules are too coarse to
represent all but the most practiced experience. Thus, most fine-grained knowledge about path quality will be represented declaratively.
– Declarative subsymbolic mechanisms reflect more complex and discriminating
statistical and semantic factors than procedural subsymbolic mechanisms that give
them greater power in complex domains (cf., an ACT-R model of the game of
Backgammon: Sanner et al., 2000).
Before describing the subsymbolic mechanisms, we will briefly sketch out the
symbolic level of the model that leverages those mechanisms, more specifically the
declarative representation of the problem and the production rules that manipulate
them. In this model, declarative memory items, chunks, are of two basic types: location chunks that define states of the system, and path chunks that define transitions
from one state to another. In addition, there is one basic goal chunk type representing the planning process that holds three pieces of information: the current state, the
desired (goal) state and process information such as the current step of the process
and ultimately an intermediate state determined by that level of planning. These goals
are constructed during path-planning and enter declarative memory when completed.
There, they constitute a record for purposes of backtracking as well as learning across
planning episodes that would allow previous partial solutions to be reused. As such,
one can view specific paths between states as a special case of past planning solutions. Similarly, the productions that act on those representations are equally straightforward:
1. The key production retrieves a path from memory. This is the key step that leverages declarative subsymbolic processes.
2. A subsequent production checks if the path starts at the current location. If so, it
advances along the path and schedules a task to move from the endpoint of the
chosen path to the final destination.
3. If the path does not start at the current location, another production schedules
getting from the current location to the path’s starting point as a subgoal, and
changes the current goal to get from that point to the final destination for later
resumption.
4. If a subgoal (such as the ones set by the previous productions) has been completed,
then another production attempts to retrieve the next highest goal and resume it.
5. If no such higher goal exists, the process terminates in success.
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6. If no path can be found from the current location that has not already been taken
(to avoid looping), the process terminates in failure (or rather, resorts to the visual
planning component).
4.2 Storage of Locations in Declarative Memory
To focus on determining the ability of subsymbolic mechanisms to find the right path,
we avoided in this basic model the use of backtracking mechanisms that could assure
successful planning through exhaustive consideration of all possible routes. However,
such a process could be easily integrated to leverage the record of previous (sub)goals
in declarative memory, and would be triggered at the last step of the process described
above. The key step, therefore, is the retrieval from memory of the next path to be considered, which attempts to maximize the activation of the chunk retrieved. Memory
activation is a sum of three terms (not counting a stochastic noise term to be discussed
later), each of which aims to capture a separate statistical factor in the path selection
process. It is defined by the following equation:
X
X
Ai D Bi C
Wj  S j i C
MP  S i m.vk ; dp /
j

k

The first term, base-level activation, captures frequency and recency, following
the power laws of practice and forgetting, respectively, and can be interpreted as the
log-odds that a given path will be the right one. In contrast to this context-free term,
the second term, spreading association captures the log-likelihood that this path is
the right one given the current context elements. Technically, each context element
spreads activation to related chunks: in this model, the current and destination locations serve as cues in the retrieval of partial paths between those locations. In practice,
the additive spreading activation mechanism embodies the naı̈ve Bayes assumption of
independence between context elements, so there is no guarantee that a path related
to (not necessarily connected to) both locations would be a good one to get from one
to the other. Hence there is a need for a more explicit semantic factor reflected in
the third term, partial matching, which imposes a penalty on chunks proportional to
their dissimilarity with the pattern specified in the retrieval request. In practice, since
the location chunks to be retrieved are represented with their starting and destination
locations, we aim for the starting location to be as similar as possible to the current
location, and for the end location of the retrieved path to be as similar as possible to
the final destination.
These factors added together effectively balance the requirements that paths selected in the retrieval process reflect the constraints favoring common paths (a powerful heuristic reflected in all human actions), those often taken from and to the specific
locations, and those that make progress toward the final goal.
Those factors should ultimately be learned from experience using architectural
learning mechanisms. In the absence of a dataset that would allow us to acquire
such parameters dynamically, we followed the Rational Analysis process1 (Anderson, 1991; Simon, 1991) and set them to reflect idealized values, at which the rational
1 Rational Analysis assumes that cognitive mechanisms tend to be optimal given the environment and
their computational limitations. It proposes that the task holds clues to understanding the mechanisms
themselves, as the cognitive apparatus reflects constraints imposed by the task.
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learner will arrive through long-term learning. Accordingly, the base-level activation
of the chunk for path i is set to the log of the odds that i would be on the shortest path
between two locations j and k, averaged over all possible starting and ending location
j and k, respectively:
Bi D log

n
1 X
odds.i; j ! k/
n2
j;k

Similarly, the strength of association from location j to path i is set to the log odds
that i is part of the shortest path from j to or from another location k (paths are not
necessarily symmetric), averaged over all other locations k:
Sj i

n
1X
D log
odds.i; j ! k/
n
kD1

Finally, the similarities between locations j and k used in matching the path starting and destination locations are set to reflect the semantics of the domain, specifically
a negative exponential function of the distance of the shortest path between those locations:
Sim.j; k/ D e

d.j !k/

1

Unlike the first two factors, which reflect the statistics of previous problem-solving
experience, the third factor most likely reflect the interaction with the domain itself
such as resulting from the visual level. The use of these activation factors is similar to
that of Lyon et al.’s (2008) model of 3D path-planning.
5 Perceptual Path-Finding
The perceptual portion of navigation refers to the externally available visual representation only and does not require declarative memory. The task being modeled initially
is to find a route from given start and end locations on a two-dimensional representation of the topology; the model reflects visual attention and a strategy used to determine whether there is a way to get to the target. We present initial simulations on
small mazes, but then evaluate the strategy using a realistic task that involves subjects
finding itineraries for robots around a building.
The component itself uses a number of concepts commonly used in the ACT-R
literature, including visual finsts, a constraint limiting the recognition of visited locations (Pylyshyn, 1989). Neither declarative memory nor the acquisition of procedures
are involved; we do not specify a set of ACT-R-style production rules as they would
not yield testable predictions beyond the algorithms discussed. The concept of underspecifying parts of the model that cannot be motivated empirically, and that do not
contribute to the explanation of empirical variance, is realized in an underlying reimplementation of ACT-R called ACT-UP (Reitter and Lebiere, 2010), which allows
more efficient prototyping and evaluation of models.
The visual navigation strategy is applicable whenever the goal is easy to reach.
Such a goal could also be a subgoal present during planning with a topological map.
Thus, the visual strategy ties in to the cognitive strategy to find local solutions and
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Fig. 1 The visual strategy
can find relatively straight
paths easily, with limited
capability to backtrack.
Start point at bottom.
Crosses mark decision
points. Lines smoothed for
visualization.

guide exploratory behavior. It should be noted that visual navigation does not require
the declarative, explicit storage of branching points. Any backtracking is visually
guided and constrained by visual finsts. As a consequence, the visual strategy inherits
the limitations of visual memory: primarily, there is only a small number of finsts
available. Without a memory-based component storing branching points explicitly,
the visual component can only identify 5 or so locations as previously visited (if we
accept the default assumption of about 5 finsts). The model may, given a sufficiently
complex navigation task, even get caught in a loop, visiting the same locations again
and again. This is especially true when the visual component is used alone without
the benefit of its memory-based counterpart.
When navigating perceptually, the model can plan incrementally and commit to
the first moves early. For comparison, Fum and del Missier’s (2000) model also proposes that subjects choose locally optimal paths (a hill-climbing strategy). Our visual
strategy is similar in that the cognitive level also prefers to backtrack locally in order
to avoid long-term memory needs.

5.1 Visual Strategy
The visual navigation strategy always chooses the best straight line segment originating at the current point of visual attention. This could be interpreted as a line of
sight in the corresponding first-person perspective environment. Fig. 1 illustrates the
algorithm on a simple maze. (We will use such mazes to explain the algorithm and,
later, to evaluate aspects of the model.) The visual strategy comprises the following
steps.
1. Direct visual attention to the start point.
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2. Identify straight lines (uninterrupted by obstacles) in all directions from the current point of visual attention, up to a length LineLen (a free parameter). For some
domains, lines have a non-negligible width (LineWidth parameter).
3. Choose the line whose end point is expected to help us to reach the goal according
to a distance heuristic; try to avoid points that have been recently visited.
4. Move visual attention along the chosen line towards the end point. While doing
so: If moving across a recently visited location (backtracking), identify openings
to the left and right, that is, uninterrupted straight lines beginning at the current
point of attention and extending orthogonally to the current track. If openings are
found, abandon the movement to the end point and continue with 2.
5. Terminate if goal reached2 .
Distance heuristic: This heuristic is task-specific: it is sufficient in the case of mazes
to consider the direct geometric distance to the ultimate goal. When applying the
model to the case of a building map, the heuristic also examines the average density
of obstacles seen along the direct line between potential decision point and goal; a
dense connection indicates the presence of walls and other obstacles and would be
avoided. If the building map shows unexplored territory, the density of such areas is
a domain parameter (UnexploredDensity).
Recently visited locations: While traveling to the next decision point, the model notes
its location; the most recent locations are accessible in form of visual finsts (Pylyshyn,
1989). This mechanism allows the model to distinguish previously visited locations
from novel portions of the maze. The number of visual finsts is limited, so that the
model can only recognize a few recently visited locations, while other locations are
considered novel. We expect this model to be compatible with more recent, graded
views of visual salience (Byrne, 2006), even though the visual component alone does
not require any subsymbolic representation beyond the raw image of a maze.
Location: In the maze domain, we consider a single cell as a location. In the buildingmap domain, we use cells of 0:5m width (the corridors in the buildings in our dataset
are 2:95m wide).
Openings: The model detects an opening to the left or right of the track if the distance
to the next obstruction is more than one standard deviation greater than the moving
average.
Timing: Following Salvucci (2001), the time to shift attention and encode the new
location is determined as a function of location frequency fi and eccentricity ei (distance in units of visual angle) and constants K and k: Te nc D K  Œ log fi   e kei .
In the context of the maze, where most locations are novel, we assume fi D 0:5. The
model does not take additional motor activity into account.
2 For purposes of evaluation, we also terminate if number of steps exceeds w 1:5 , where w is the width
of the maze in squares to determine the maximum number of steps.
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6 Evaluation
The model’s two essential components, memory-based and perceptual, have been
motivated and constrained differently. The memory component is based on the independently validated ACT-R theory, which describes abilities and limitations of human memory in great detail. An evaluation of the memory component should show
whether it can reproduce desirable behavior within the constraints of the architecture,
that is, with noise and learning parameters that have been found to be adequate in
other studies. The perceptual component, however, is less constrained by the cognitive architecture, as the standard implementation of the visual module does not include many of the factors at issue here. As a consequence, we will present a series of
evaluations. The first focuses on the performance of the memory component under realistic cognitive parameters and with a number of prototypical organizational layouts
of topological maps. Next, we demonstrate the adequacy of the perceptual component
using an exemplary maze world, before turning to an empirical study to evaluate the
correspondence between model performance and human data. The evaluation avoids
the pitfalls of an extrinsic, single-measure end result describing the performance of
a complex system. It reflects the convergence of top-down (theory-driven, deductive)
and bottom-up (data-driven, inductive) modeling approaches.

6.1 Memory Parameters and the Topological Map
Cognitive models are often evaluated by comparing their performance against human data at a specific complexity point for a particular task. While this approach
has the advantage of precision and specificity, it is also susceptible to parameter manipulations, as every model includes parameters whose values can be set to achieve
specific performance levels and thus “fit” the data. Viewing cognitive models as computational artifacts, computational theory does not evaluate the performance of an
algorithm by concentrating on performance at a specific complexity point. Such performance would be affected by many factors unrelated to the fundamental nature of
the algorithm. Instead, computational approaches study how performance scales with
problem complexity. This approach has been applied previously to the evaluation of
cognitive models (e.g., Lebiere and Wallach, 2001; Gluck and Pew, 2005) and will be
the focus of our evaluation of the memory-based model component.
We tested the memory-based high-level planning component in two idealized but
naturally scalable environments: trees and grids. A tree structure is meant to approximate the hierarchical organization of structures such as buildings, with heavily travelled central connectors (elevators, main hallways) and increasingly localized destinations (wings, rooms). A grid structure is meant to approximate the regular pattern
of city streets. We ran our model component over structures of both types over a range
of complexity, including trees of depths 3 and 4 (including root level) and branching
factors of 2 and 3 (approximately the most levels of organization in hierarchical networks such as large buildings or road networks). Grids were sized 2x2 to 5x5 (which
might seem small but provides many combinatorial possibilities and could be applied
in a self-scaling manner). The only parameter that we manipulated in the model was
the amount of activation noise. This was designed both to reflect the stochastic nature
of human cognition (which may seem like a purely limiting factor but is actually a
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powerful feature to avoid both predictability and local minima in search, e.g. West
et al., 2005) and temper the assumption that the activation calculus parameters were
set to idealized values that learning mechanisms would not perfectly reach.
We show the performance of the model using three dependent measures:
– P(Success): the proportion of successful runs (i.e., reaching the goal), which are
far from assured given the constraint of never using the same path twice and the
lack of backtracking
– P(Perfect Solution): the probability of finding the shortest path assuming success
– Opt/Length: the ratio of shortest path to actual path length (again assuming success). A value of 1 would indicate that the model has chosen the shortest possible
path.
Fig. 2 displays the performance of the model as a function of activation noise in
terms of these three measures, averaged over 8 different environment structures (four
trees, four grids as above) and sizes and 10 repetitions each. While, as expected, all
three performance measures decrease sharply (in remarkably correlated fashion) as
a function of activation noise, a typical noise value of 0.25 used in many models of
memory-based decision-making (e.g., Gonzalez and Lebiere, 2005) provide over 90%
performance on all measures.
Fig. 3 displays the performance of the model as it scales to paths of increasing
lengths. An interesting pattern arises for paths of length 2 to 6, displaying an inverse relationship between decreasing probability of success but increasing probability of finding a path of minimal length assuming success. This pattern is however not
present for paths of length 7 and 8, which consist only (for artifactual reasons) of grid
structures, thus it largely originates from the likelihood of getting lost in tree structures given the lack of backtracking. In general, the probability of success seems to
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scale well (over this admittedly limited range) as a function of path length, especially
considering the wide sampling of high noise values reflecting in this average.

6.2 Visual Planning: Scalability
In line with our original motivation to model navigation tasks that are comparable to
real-life navigation over short distances, we investigated path-planning using mazes.
Our mazes are of size 10 by 10 squares or larger. They are relatively easy to solve: they
do not generally contain many long dead-end routes, requiring the visual component
to backtrack only occasionally. Other, more complex mazes, would define the task
primarily as a memory problem: there, remembering previous branching points is the
most important sub-task of solving algorithms (as long as other external solutions,
such as marking branches visually, are not allowed).
Mazes were generated using a dynamic programming algorithm commonly known
as Eller’s algorithm. Start and end points were always located on opposites sides of
the maze.
We ran the visual component using randomly generated mazes, varying the size
of the maze (100–900 squares) and also the number of visual finsts (2–40). As for the
memory-based model, we show the proportion of successful runs within the allotted
maximum number of steps (P(VisualSuccess)), as well as the proportion of the minimal path length (from start to goal, OptLength) and the length of the path suggested
by the visual component (VisualPathLength). Additionally, we show a comparative
baseline, where we note the results obtained from a trivial backtracking model, expressed in proportion to OptLength. The baseline backtracking model moves square
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by square and backtracks to previously visited choice-points, but prefers squares that
are visually closer to the goal. It will always succeed.
The visual model component predicts a mostly linear increase in time-to-solution
with size (side length) (Fig. 4). This is expected as the model generally optimizes
decisions locally rather than searching the whole maze. The model predicts good
performance with respect to the length of the solutions (Fig. 5); for mazes of any
size, the solutions resemble the optimal solution better than a simple backtracking
algorithm that explores the maze square by square. Performance drops in mazes larger
than about 400 squares. This drop in performance also holds with finsts held at 10.
Even though the number of finsts is critical for the model to succeed, 5–10 finsts are
sufficient to solve the mazes (Fig. 6), and performance does not improve beyond that.
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Fig. 6 Visual component
performance appears to stabilize after 5–10 visual finsts. Data aggregated over
maze sizes.

6.2.1 Discussion
As is evident from the algorithm, solution times for mazes predicted by the visual
navigation strategy will depend on the number of decision points, a phenomenon observed and also modeled by Fum and del Missier (2000). Unlike their model, the
present model defines branching points as end points of straight lines, or points at
which the visual component recognizes branching points (openings) explicitly. Still,
decision points usually involve a change of direction, so Fum et al.’s turn points correspond well to decision points. Finding a new decision point takes time, but traversing
to a decision point once it is chosen is fast. The temporal penalty resulting from the
decision point results from visual activity (search for a new straight line) rather than
from storing the location in memory.
At the same time, the model also predicts longer solution times for cases where
backtracking is important. In particular, the visual component predicts long solution
times (or fails to provide a solution) in cases where solution paths first lead the attentional focus away from the goal, while offering more direct paths that ultimately
lead to a dead end (Fig. 7). For situations that do not need much backtracking, the
visual strategy predicts efficient paths that are found quickly (Fig. 1). So, for many
real-world situations that hardly compare to the pathological case of a maze with
numerous dead-end paths, the visual strategy may offer a compelling explanation.
The visual strategy is, in this simulation, limited to what is available perceptually.
The integration with declarative memory beyond what has been discussed could optimize local path-planning using prototypical knowledge of the surroundings. Consider
again Fig. 7: the model chooses the wrong direction (East), backtracks West, and then
attempts a similar direction again (North East) rather than jumping South West (leading it temporarily away from the goal). Once the large space adjacent to the goal is
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Fig. 7 The visual component fails where knowledge
of the local surroundings
would be helpful. See also
Fig. 1.

identified as a useful location to navigate too, the model can leverage knowledge of
the local surroundings to circumnavigate the Western wall. Recognizing a pattern of
3 by 3 squares would be enough to see that the wall to the West is only one square
long, and that there is an opening further South. We expect this type of knowledge to
be retrieved from declarative memory, once the visual pattern has been recognized.
Translated to practical tasks, the model has to know about the affordances of a door
(access to a bigger space behind it) or a chair (can be climbed over if necessary).

6.3 Visual planning: Empirical Evaluation
The visual portion of the path-planning model was evaluated using human data collected in a multi-robot control study (Wang et al., 2009). Robots were sent on a search
and rescue mission inside a prototypical building with rooms connected by hallways.
Obstacles included office furniture, victims and other robots. USARsim (Lewis et al.,
2007) is a robot simulation platform; Multi-robot Control System is a multi-robot
communications and control infrastructure with accompanying user interface developed for experiments in a multi-robot control (RoboCup) competition (Balakirsky
et al., 2007) that was used to provide the experimental scenario that required human
participants to remotely control a varying number of robots.
Fig. 8 shows a screenshot of the system. The operator selects the robot to be controlled from the colored thumbnails at the top right of the screen. Robots are tasked
by assigning waypoints on a global north-up map (bottom right). They can also be
controlled through more fine-grained teleoperation (top left, unused in the present
dataset). Initially, the building is unknown, and only as visual information (through
a simulated laser range finder) is acquired does the structure of the building become
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Fig. 8 The Multi-robot Control System graphical user interface.

visible. The previously explored parts of the building are then shown to the participant, making this task an example of a case where navigation would proceed visually
rather than by recalling paths and locations from memory.
6.3.1 Dataset
45 participants from the University of Pittsburgh community took part in Wang et al.’s
(2009) experiment for compensation. Subjects controlled 4, 8, and 12 robots in succession. An exploration condition in the experiment had subjects focus solely on the
discovery of the building layout; these data (from 15 subjects) are used in the evaluation of the model. One subject’s data were discarded, as the participant failed to
understand the task. The exploration condition was chosen in the model evaluation
because navigation and path-planning were the primary objective of these participants making their task comparable to the goal-directed planning of the model. Two
other conditions had different groups of subjects either just search for victims (with
robots moving autonomously) or carry out the full search and rescue task.
Some findings of Wang et al.’s (2009) study were that exploration performance
saw large increases in area explored between 4 and 8 robots and a flattening from 8 to
12 robots. Workload was high when evaluated with the NASA Task Load Index (Hart
and Stavenland, 1998); it increased proportionally with the number of robots. The
comparison of the exploration, search and full task condition showed that navigation
and path-planning were the primary contributors to the difficulties in performing the
full task.
Itineraries in the dataset are defined, for our purposes, as a start and end point
(participants chose their end points) and a set of waypoints defined by the participant,
which were then sent to a robot to be executed autonomously. Participants defined the
way-points while a view of the laser-scan map was shown. As a consequence, we did
not have repeated measures of items.
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6.3.2 Evaluation Method
The model was run against subject-produced itineraries. For each itinerary, the model
was given the map view as seen by the participant at the time of path-planning, and
the start and end points. The model did not retain state between itineraries: as discussed, higher-level planning, including selecting robots and their target points, is not
evaluated here.
We will focus solely on the planned itineraries, treating them as a continuous
path. The model does not predict more task-specific variables, such as where subjects
set individual waypoints. The task does not lend itself to an evaluation of timing
predictions.
Itineraries were split by subjects into a development (4 subjects) and a test set (10
subjects) in order to avoid design biases and overfitting: the model was developed and
parametrized using the development set; results reported here were obtained using the
test set only. We exclude data from 308 trivial cases, where start and end points could
be and were connected in a straight line by the participant, and 83 cases as outliers
where the model failed to reach the destination (see discussion). The remaining data
set comprised 699 itineraries.
A simple method to determine model fit is to compare the length of the model’s
itineraries with those produced by the subject. However, when comparing such a measure between subjects, length will be confounded by the self-chosen distance of start
and end points. A normalized path length measure would regress out the direct distance between start and end points; even so, the correlation between those normalized
path lengths fails to penalize a model that, e.g., sometimes cuts corners where the
subject does not and takes wide turns in other situations.
To define a more robust goodness-of-fit measure, we propose to measure the area
defined between the two itineraries, that is, the polygon spanned by the two itineraries,
whereas the start and end points of the itineraries are shared (Fig. 9). A large area
implies a large deviation of the two paths; a small area means that the itineraries
match well; the area is a useful measure for the more complex case of trajectories,
where a temporal dimension is added (e.g., [24]). Length and area units refer to the
virtual world.
Trajectory Area Normalization Because single decisions early in the planning process may lead to an unduly large deviation for long itineraries compared to short
ones, we propose to normalize the area a by regressing out the respective effects
of the lengths of the two paths, obtaining a normalized area an . To illustrate this,
consider the case of a building with two long, parallel corridors A and B, with start
and end points in connecting hallways at either ends of the corridors. If a participant chooses to send their robot down corridor A, but the model chooses B, then
the penalty assessed by the area measure will depend on the length of the corridors.
The normalized measure, however, will compensate for that and assign a comparable
penalty for different corridor lengths.
A simple approach for this normalization would use a regression model such as:
an D ˇ

a
len.pathM /len.pathS /
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Fig. 9 A subject and a
short model path, leading
from a hallway (start point
at top) into a room (on the
right). Shaded area indicates (comparatively poor)
model fit, straight lines
parallel to path indicate
width of robot as assumed
by model. Markings (cross)
show models decision
points.

A linear model was fitted to our data, estimating the size of ˇ. It failed to account
fully for the effect, as residuals (an ) remained significantly correlated with a. We
chose instead the model estimating ˇ values in the equation:
an D

a
len.pathM

/ˇM len.path

ˇS
S/

We fitted a corresponding linear fixed effects regression model (r 2 D 0:60), estimating ˇS D 1:86 (p < 0:0001) and ˇM D 0:22 (p < 0:05)3 . The residuals
an resulting from this regression model showed no more correlation with either path
length; variance in the normalized path divergence area an should now be attributed
to model performance and participant behavior under controlled experimental conditions.
To put the model’s performance into perspective, we provide a baseline measure
of a very simple, alternative model. The baseline model always plans a direct route
from start to end point, regardless of walls and obstacles.
6.3.3 Parameter Optimization
Monte-Carlo simulations were run to explore three model parameters. We optimized
against normalized areas, with subject and item-specific random variables regressed
out. LineWidth controls the assumed width of a robot when subjects leave a margin
for walls or obstacles. Larger robot widths lead to wider turns. It was set to the approximate global optimum of 0:8m, suggesting an emphasis on safety in subject planning (Fig. 10). LineLen characterizes the longest straight line the model will examine
3

Predictors were centered.

Effect of LineWidth on model error

normalized model error (area, [m^2])
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Fig. 10 Effect of the width
of a robot assumed by the
model (minimum distance
to walls and objects) on normalized model area. Lower
areas indicate better fit the
empirical data. 95% confidence intervals.

during the visual search for the next target point. High values lead to a preference
for long, unobstructed paths, while low values lead the model to prefer complicated
shortcuts with many turns. The optimum was at 1m; overall, the subjects’ strategies
were more similar to a model with shorter lines of sight, even though the effect was
small (range: 1:05m2 for LineLen=1.0, to 1:15m2 for LineLen=1.15, p < 0:00014 ).
The highly task-specific UnexploredDensity parameter was optimal at 0.6.
Subject-specific estimates of these parameters varied considerably; still, for reasons of simplicity, we present an evaluation of the model using optimized parameters
across the dataset. The gain in normalized area through parameter optimization was,
overall, relatively minor, and the model appeared to fit well across a range of these
parameters.
6.3.4 Results
The length of the itineraries produced by model and subject correlated well across
subjects (Pearson r D 0:97 for subject means, r D 0:85 overall). This is, to a large
extent, owed to the fact that models were given the same start and end points. After
regressing out the direct distance between start and end points, we retain a substantial
correlation of path lengths (r D 0:65 for subject means, r D 0:46 overall). Fig. 11
shows the varying mean itinerary length over all subjects. Subject’s mean path length
is 7:43; the model tends to produce similar paths of mean length 7:53m. (Note that
Itinerary length increased with the number of robots; specifically, participants chose
longer itineraries in the 12-robot (mean 12 D 8:34m) condition than in the 4-robot
condition (4 D 6:40m, p < 0:0055 ).
4
5

By linear mixed-effects regression. F1/2 analysis, i.e. random terms for subjects and items were fitted.
Wilcoxon signed rank test for mu4 vs. mu1 2 over paired subject means
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Fig. 12 shows the normalized area measures (norm D 1:58m2 , for un-normalized
areas: raw D 2:77m2 ). We also show the model errors for each of the 14 subjects separately. The baseline model shows consistently larger areas and lower fit
(BL;norm D 2:39, BL;raw D 4:80).
Comparing model error across the task load conditions, we see very small differences in normalized areas across task load conditions (4/8/12 robots: mean 4 D
1:62m2 , 8 D 1:72m2 , 12 D 1:50m2 , p < 0:066 ). A linear regression analysis of
normalized areas predicted by condition and subject does not reveal any substantial
differences in condition-specific model performance for the subjects.
6.3.5 Discussion
Our relatively simple, perceptual model accounts for much of the path-planning carried out by the subjects. The visual path-planning model appears to be accurate for
planning situations under more and less demand (workload per se was not modeled).
A qualitative analysis of cases where the model fits itineraries poorly suggests two
common patterns. First, participants treat unexplored areas (solid colored areas usually adjacent to building perimeter) differently, either cutting through some of these
areas, or avoiding them until a laser scan is obtained. The model expects unexplored
areas to be accessible (any point’s prior probability to be a wall is low), but it lacks
inference about the structure of the building. Second, participants often chose to traverse corridors and doors in the center rather than cutting corners and merely optimizing distance. We interpret this as a risk minimization strategy to avoid contact with
the wall, or a workload minimization strategy to limit the number of waypoints to
6

Wilcoxon signed rank test for mu4 vs. mu12 over paired subject means.
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be specified. In the context of our model, this could be explained as an acquired but
ultimately implicitly internalized strategy rather than part of an explicitly managed
set of constraints for the task.
An analysis of a sample of those cases where the model failed to complete the
path-planning showed that it was caught in small rooms or behind obstructions. This
shows that the hard constraints the model applies to avoid getting too close to corners
is relaxed in the subject’s planning strategy. The use of visual finsts alone may allow
the model to identify situations where it fails to make progress toward the goal, with
no remediation available within the perceptual system. This shows a case where the
memory-based component is needed.
The exploratory analysis of the model fit (Fig. 12) suggests that a few subjects
may adapt their path-planning strategies as they are given a higher workload. Overall, their itineraries increase in length. This is a reasonable strategy, as it maximizes
the time in which each robot will act autonomously. The differences in model fit
are small. This picture is consistent with a views that subjects adapt their choice of
problems (i.e., target points), but that similar visual path-planning strategies are applied regardless. While higher-level constraints seem to influence the subject’s task
strategies, their low-level perceptual strategies are unaffected. Though not an identical
result, the same principle is reflected in a study by Pelz and Canosa (2001), who find
that look-ahead eye-movements were influenced by differences in high-level goals,
but not by the “salience or conspicuity of objects in the environment.”.
The visual strategy evaluated here focuses on the perceptual component of pathplanning. More work is needed to actually define the reaction to task load within
the higher-level path-planning model, specifically participants choosing their target
locations.
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7 Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a dual-strategy model of human navigation, based
on cognitively realistic memory and perceptual constraints from the ACT-R cognitive
architecture. The model addresses two aspects of the navigation problem: how to plan
a good path efficiently using a map view, given knowledge about various portions of
the route, and how to plan the path given visual information about the route. The
visual component may provide a good heuristic for exploration, helping in the acquisition of declarative and subsymbolic knowledge. Cognitive constraints of focused
visual attention limit the visual component to a largely egocentric strategy, and the
memory-based planning to incremental, local optimization.
The evaluation of the models shows that the memory-based approach, guided by
subsymbolic information, is able to find efficient and near-optimal solutions within
grid and tree layouts. The perceptual path-finding strategy produces reasonable paths
in mazes; their performance degrades (plausibly) when larger mazes are used. In line
with the literature, we infer a threshold of five to ten visual finsts, beyond which the
visual component does not gain in performance. Data gathered from human operators
of a multi-robot control system demonstrated validation of simulation results in a realistic scenario. Thus, the model presented was motivated both in a top-down fashion
by cognitive framework, and in bottom-up fashion by empirical data.
Both routes of planning can integrate with some aspects of the environment. The
visual planning route respects accessibility (both as absolute judgements of single
boundaries and estimates of regions), while the memory-based route is based on
known affordances, but could also use landmarks as cues to retrieve location-based
information from memory. Work on data resulting from human failure to correctly
plan paths (Lin and Goodrich, 2010) shows how the environment regularly influences
path-planning decisions. With environmental features tied to memory access and perceptual judgments, portions of the wilderness rescue data (about human paths) would
be explained by our cognitive model.
We acknowledge that there is little opportunity for performance comparison between different models at this point. Further work will test the integration of perceptual and memory-based path-planning and possibly provide a theory of how humans
apply metacognitive reasoning and evaluation to choose visual or topological-mapbased strategies in ambiguous situations. Our model proposes to interface those strategies using real-world landmarks as cues to the retrieval of locations stored in memory;
operations to rotate and merge known paths through the memory map remain a challenge. Finally, the interaction between the perceptual and memory-based components
deserves further scrutiny in the light of the question of how much algorithmic power
the human visual system possesses.
The intention of this model is to address path-planning in the most general cases.
It is not a task model: Consequently, we have ignored how humans balance different
task-specific constraints. For instance, we do not predict the specific waypoints in the
multi-robot simulation environment, where the cost for setting a waypoint (a mouseclick) is non-negligible. Similarly, we acknowledge that the robot navigation task also
concerns exploration, a constraint that sometimes led subjects away from the most
direct route between start and end points.
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Our approach is significantly different from the emphasis on optimization that
dominates algorithmic path-planning. While it still seeks to achieve the best possible
path, it fundamentally operates in real time and factors in the time and effort to find
a solution given cognitive constraints and mechanisms. Strictly speaking, the current
model satisfices rather than optimizes in that it stops with the first solution that it finds,
but it would certainly be possible for it to continue searching for a better solution and
use a more complex time-accuracy tradeoff to its anytime-solution approach. One
fundamental difference between algorithmic and cognitive solutions to path-planning
(and indeed many AI problems) is the differential reliance on knowledge versus computation. Algorithmic solutions typically rely on brute processing speed (the strength
of traditional CPUs) at the expense of knowledge, while cognitive solutions eschew
computation (limited by a brain processing cycle of 10-20 Hz) in favor of improving performance with practice by accumulation, deployment and generalization of
knowledge facilitated by the massively parallel access to post-cortical memory structures. This emphasis on knowledge-based solutions also makes it possible to integrate
high-level factors in its solution in a more direct and natural way than an algorithmic
approach, which must convert any abstract constraint on solution in terms of the underlying optimization framework (e.g., edge costs). Finally, the structured nature of
a cognitive solution makes it easier to flexibly re-plan when the situation changes.
Cognitive and algorithmic approaches to path-planning have distinct strengths and
weaknesses, which leads us to conclude that a combination of those techniques might
provide the best overall solution.
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